Real. Fast.
3 clicks. That’s all that separates you from better equipment
decisions, improved fuel economy, better driver management,
identifying fuel theft, and much more. Vusion’s Performance
Monitoring Dashboard gives you a real picture of your fleet
— in real time — so you can analyze, educate and react to
operational data to optimize business performance.

Now you see it.

Decisions, decisions.
You now have infinite capability — on the fly — to see what’s really going on
in your fleet. Precision analytics is not only within your reach, it’s right at your
fingertips. Better decisions on equipment, vehicles, fuel and driver performance?
We’ll leave that for you.

Integrate. GPS, Fuel, ECM,
Dispatch Data all comes together
in one place — your desktop. All
together now, “Wow!”

Configure. Configure the data
the way you want it. What do you
want to know? Click. Click. Good.
Your data, matched to your needs.

Dive. Chart. Graph. Crunch. Repeat.
Analyze to your fleet’s content. Turn
days into mere moments. You’ll be
amazed at what you can see.

See what you can do.
Improve fuel economy.
Identify opportunities to improve efficiency and economy: vehicleby-vehicle, engine-by-engine, and even driver-by-driver. Vusion’s
KPI’s with embedded analytics help you zero in on the best
ways to move the needle.
Make smarter spec’ing decisions.
What vehicles and equipment should you buy? Vusion’s data
modeling process and MPG reporting accounts for external factors
such as idle time, over-rpm, engine size, over-speed, and load
weight to provide fleets with a clear picture of vehicle performance.
Manage driver behavior.
Which driver behaviors cost you the most money? Assign fuel
costs to driver behavior, including: idle time, over RPM, over speed
and excess speed.
Identify fuel theft.
Do you have a fuel theft issue? By combining fuel purchase
information with tank level data Vusion can help identify drivers
stealing fuel.
Eliminate fuel-tax headache.
Vusion’s full service fuel tax solution brings together GPS, ECM
odometer readings and fuel purchase data to provide fleets
with completed IFTA and Road-Use Tax returns. Sophisticated
algorithms alongside industry expertise allow Vusion to handle
the data cleaning and editing.

Vusion is a data integration and analytics company that helps fleets ease their IFTA fuel tax
burden and make more predictive decisions about equipment and people.
Contact us today at sales@vusion.net
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